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The addition of a chapel to the Air Force Village allows for the signature building 
and social heart to introduce a hierarchy and order to the campus as a whole. Sited 
to extend the  primary vehicular entry to the site through the new building, its 
position and configuration establish an axis linking the forecourt, through the sanc-
tuary, and visually extend it out and across the lake. The simple metal box, figured 
through site conditions and interior spaces, allows for standardized structure and 
cladding to produce a dynamic form. The singularity of the main volume is broken 
down through simple modifications to respond to the functions, light conditions, 
and spatial effects of the interior.  Three rectangular wood paneled boxes pull out 
of the main volume to define the multi-faith worship center [off the narthex], the 
blessed sacristy [axially located off the alter] and the linked Catholic and Protestant 
Sacristies [extending off the alter in the other direction]. The simplicity of their 
forms foil the complexity of the main sanctuary space. The entry court becomes 
a plinth, flanked by two earth berms that nestle the edges and bound the entry 
as an outdoor room. The bell tower anchors the horizontal plaza and produces a 
fractal glass projection surface that reflects like stained glass across the surface of 
the outdoor sanctuary. A shallow reflecting pool edges the forecourt and connects 
the bell tower back to the chapel.
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UNDULATING CEILING CONFIGURATION

3-100 4-80 4-60 4-40 4-20 BASE SURFACE

CEILING PANELS DENSITY CONFIGURATIONS 3/4 VIEW DOWN NAVE

3-20 3-40 3-60 3-80 3-100

4-20 4-40 4-80 4-100HANGING CHAIN GEOMETRY 4-60

CEILING PANELS DENSITY CONFIGURATIONS

3-20 3-40 3-60 3-80 3-100

4-20 4-40 4-60 4-80 4-100HANGING CHAIN GEOMETRY

Upon entry one is confronted with a simple white plaster orthogonal lining. A tri-
angulated suspended plywood ceiling draws the eye upward and establishes the 
ceiling as the organizational figure. Bending and draping to define the space; re-
spond to the localized programmatic functions; mediate acoustical, mechanical, 
and fire safety practicalities; and compositionally define the light: the roof is the 
primary figuration of the space.  The ceiling bows down at its greatest point of 
intensity to separate the narthex from the nave. The dip houses a staircase that 
leads up to the projection booth. The main sanctuary has undulating elements that 
acoustically respond to the audience and crescendo with the natural skylight over 
the alter. The choir sits as a wood frame anchoring the back on the sanctuary and 
creating a massive glass oculus overlooking the lake. 

COMMUNITY VALUE: This design proposal adds to the community value of the Air 
Force Village by engaging the entire campus through a series of axes. The major 
axis of the building commences at the threshold of the primary vehicular entry 
running through the site, across the newly formed forecourt, through the axis of 
the chapel, and out the large ocular choir window to the lake beyond. Within the 
chapel [linked to the existing building through a glass and plant wall connection 
that extends the axis of the existing floor plan] there are a series of axes that estab-
lish relationships between the major spaces of the complex allowing occupants to 
understand the hierarchy and structure of the chapel. Beyond these axes, the spac-
es themselves are separated in such a way that each element can be understood as 
a separate but complete entity.  This allows for large and small gatherings to take 
place simultaneously. The chapel tower serves as a symbol for the Air Force Village 
community. Its visibility would allow each person to feel an attachment to the cha-
pel and village. The spaces are organized in such a way to provide a strong sense 
of community through the use of materials, light, landscape, view and enclosure.


